Workers searched on Sunday turned four buses.

Poured over its banks and overflowed in the principality of Monaco.

For the bodies of up to 200 people were killed in the State of Nuevo Leon.

Olympic Games mascot in a street in Seoul on Thursday.

A group of young Koreans play with "Hodori," the Korean Summer Olympic Games mascot in a street in Seoul on Thursday.

It was the epilogue to a week of protest. It was not known whether the demonstration was for or against the military government.

Associated Press

Put it there, pal

A group of young Koreans play with "Hodori," the Korean Summer Olympic Games mascot in a street in Seoul on Thursday.

Military coup in Burma results in new regime and violent protests

Associated Press

RANGOON, Burma—Armed Forces Commander Saw Maung ousted the civilian president Sunday, and thousands of people surged into the streets to demand democracy and protest the fourth change in the government in two months.

Gen. Saw Maung said in a statement broadcast by state Radio Rangoon that he overthrew President Maung Maung to halt economic and social chaos and to hold democratic elections after 26 years of autocratic rule.

The fate of Maung Maung was not known. There were no reports of casualties or arrests but sporadic shooting was reported in the capital.

Saw Maung, 59, immediately abolished key government in structures and slapped an 8 p.m. to 4 a.m. curfew on the capital, the country's largest city, with 2.5 million residents. Public gatherings were banned, but it was not known whether the measures were only for Rangoon or for all of Burma.

But protest organizers persuaded demonstrators to return home before the curfew began. They were asked to return to the streets Monday for further unspecified actions.

Shots were reported in Rangoon and some people were breaking the curfew, the U.S. State Department in Washington said. "There are reports of barricades being put up by the new regime."

60 confirmed dead in Mexico

Associated Press

MONTERREY, Mexico—Workers searched on Sunday for the bodies of up to 200 people swept away when a river poured over its banks and overturned four buses.

Sixty people were confirmed dead.

The buses were caught in the path of the Santa Catarina River when a flash flood spawned by Hurricane Gilbert ripped a 40-mile-long path of destruction Saturday through northern Mexico's most populated region.

It was the epilogue to a week of death and havoc caused by Gilbert, which ravaged the Yucatan Peninsula resort areas of Cancun, Cozumel and Isla Mujeres before crossing the Gulf of Mexico and hitting Mexico again in the northeast near Texas.

The storm killed at least 98 people while coursing the Caribbean, including 29 in the Yucatan when it hit land last Wednesday with winds of up to 175 mph. In Jamaica, 30 in Haiti, five in the Dominican Republic and eight in Haiti, the country's largest city with 2.5 million residents. Public gatherings were banned, but it was not known whether the measures were only for Rangoon or for all of Burma.

But protest organizers persuaded demonstrators to return home before the curfew began. They were asked to return to the streets Monday for further unspecified actions.

Shots were reported in Rangoon and some people were breaking the curfew, the U.S. State Department in Washington said. "There are reports of barricades being put up by the new regime."

The Observer / Trey Raymond

To punt or not to punt

Ben Mendez, a sophomore from Flanner Hall, shares an intense moment with other ND students who also went on the road trip to watch the Irish beat Michigan State on Saturday.
Summer jobs make school seem more appealing

Now that we are settled in our classes, with tests and papers looming imminently before us, we should not be discouraged about spending the many hours pouring over books. Just recall that mere weeks ago we were trapped in that dreaded summer job.

You might be thinking that it was not so bad. But we must keep in mind our tendency to put the past in a better light.

Do you find yourself reminiscing about those carefree summer days, lying by the pool, contemplating whether to play nine holes of golf or just drink in the rays? Well, stop.

As I recall, those days were few and far between, and most of my energy was spent at my ulcer promoting job. The terror which filled my days consisted of working as a phone clerk, runner and trade checker in the stock index futures pit at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.

Two summers ago, when I first started working at the "Merc," the contrast between the isolated campus of Notre Dame and the harsh reality of the financial world became apparent. Many of us, I think, have realized how fortunate we are to have the leisure and the means to live at Notre Dame with our friends and peers, free to pursue our interests, be they intellectual, creative or social.

I’m not saying that my job wasn’t intellectually stimulating. I learned many new derogatory names, exclamations, and base, graphic jokes from the hardened men in the pit. I also learned which traders had mafia connections, (and whose past histories would make the best seller list) and which shady characters to avoid.

In a more serious light, I learned to be quick and accurate with hand signals in a job where a few seconds can mean a few thousand dollars. Squeezing my way through sweaty, unyielding bodies in the pit, I soon learned how to dodge lunging, frantic traders who occasionally stepped on my feet, jostled me in the ribs or knocked off my glasses in their haste to make a trade.

When we compare occasional late nights of studying to getting up at six every morning, the life of the student seems quite appealing. For while we can always skip a class to catch a lecture, we have detested. Some of the more unique jobs included corporate public relations, making money, and meeting new people, the hardest reality of the financial world becam e apparent.

The NTU must keep in mind our tendency to put the past in a better light. But we m ust keep in mind our tendency to put the past in a better light.

Although we reap many benefits from our summer jobs, such as learning a new field, making money, and meeting new people, the most important benefit is realizing that we are ready and willing to return to the bitewerd smell of ethanol, the horrendous glare of finals and the culinary delights of the Dining Hall.

After surviving my summer exploits, I have found that Notre Dame seems quite tranquil, even on home football weekends. In a few years, most of us will have to enter the dreaded world of nine-to-five.

We wonder now, how working men and women ever make it through the day without the prospect of an October break.

Lisa O’Malley
Assistant Viewpoint Editor
Notre Dame to host annual Industry Day on Sept. 21

By KIM DRZEWIECKI
News Staff

Representatives from 25 companies will make appearances at the annual Notre Dame Industry Day on Wednesday, Sept. 21 in the Fitzpatrick Hall of Engineering.

Representatives will be on campus to answer questions students have about each company and possible employment opportunities. Industry Day will begin at 11 a.m. and is co-sponsored by the Joint Engineering Council and the Society of Women Engineers.


Industry Day consists of two main parts, according to Jacques Healy, president of the Joint Engineering Council.

First, an industry fair will be held from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the first-floor concourse of Fitzpatrick Hall, where students may talk to the representatives and gather information about various companies.

"Each firm participating will have a table from which to distribute information concerning their company. This is an excellent opportunity for students to learn more about these companies," said Deborah Galler, Industry Day co-chairperson.

The second part of Industry Day will begin with a mixer at 5 p.m., which will be held in the concourse of the Monogram Room in the Joyce ACC. At a dinner following the mixer students will be given a further opportunity to meet company representatives.

Although Industry Day is sponsored by two engineering organizations, the experience is not limited to engineering students, said Healy. He said that anyone interested in gaining insight into any of the companies participating in Industry Day is encouraged to attend.

Healy says it is a good idea for interested students to bring copies of their resumes with them.

According to Healy, in the past many people have secured both summer and full-time employment through the contacts made at this event.

Freshmen, sophomores and juniors, as well as seniors, are encouraged to take advantage of the opportunities offered to them at Industry Day.

"Consider attending this event. Your participation will determine the success of this day—for Notre Dame and you," said Galler.

"I don't want a lot of hype. I just want something I can count on.

Greg Riley-University of North Carolina-Class of 1989

"I don't want a lot of hype. I just want something I can count on.

---

Haiti continued from page 1

Presidential Guard captured Namphy in an apparently bloodless coup and persuaded Avril to take over.

She said they were believed to be "dissatisfied with recent human rights violations and the general deterioration in the security situation punctuated by attacks against the churches over the past two weeks."

Ms. Stockman said Avril phoned the U.S. ambassador and said he was assuming the presidency. She said the U.S. government still wants Paul to resist.

Namphy arrived in a private plane at a private airport in Santo Domingo, the Dominican capital, early Sunday morning, said Fabio Herrera Cabral, deputy foreign minister of the Dominican Republic, which shares the island of Hispaniola with Haiti.

The Dominican Republic said Namphy and Port-au-Prince Mayor Franck Romain were granted political asylum in its embassy in Port-au-Prince. Details on the departure of Romain and 12 others still were being discussed, Herrerra Cabral said. Romain was a colonel in the Presidential Guard and chief of police under Duvalier.

Avril reported Namphy's ouster at about 2:30 a.m., several hours after shooting broke out at the main plaza in front of the presidential palace. The gunfire sent dozens of people fleeing for cover.

Sources who spoke on condition of anonymity said the fighting involved army factions and members of the Tonton Macoute, the dreaded agents that terrorized Haitians during the 29-year dictatorship of the Duvalier family. Details were not known.

In his speech to members of the Presidential Guard at the palace, Avril declared himself president and promoted himself to lieutenant general.
Panel considers Gary for airport site

Associated Press

GARY, Ind.—Indiana officials, battling to have Gary designated the site for a new Chicago-area airport, say they have reached an agreement in principle with their counterparts in Illinois, for equal representation on the committee determining the site.

Indiana had only one of eight votes on the previous committee, and agreed a new airport is needed.

The list of possible sites was narrowed to Hatcher Gary Regional Airport, an undeveloped site near the Indiana-Illinois state line, a site north of Kankakee, Ill., and one northwest of Peotone, Ill.

The new committee will oversee the third phase of the study and is expected to select a site by the fall of 1988.

Indiana officials say equal representation on the panel is critical to Gary's chances of being selected.

"I always look upon these boards in numerical terms. My sense is we are going to have a fairer hearing of Gary's case with equal representation," said U.S. Rep. Peter Visclosky, D-Ind.

Roland Mross, director of the Indiana Department of Transportation, and Garrard Jones, a planner for the Illinois division of aeronautics, said a final decision on the committee's membership is expected at the end of the month.

Mross said he believes there will be nine or 11 members, with a representative of the Federal Aviation Administration on the committee to break any ties.

Still to be resolved is whether Chicago should be represented on the board.

Paul Leonard, the regional vice president of the Air Transport Association, and the committee's representative from Chicago, voted against the previous panel's findings that a new airport is needed.

The other six members of the panel voted in favor of the findings.

Leonard says he and a representative of the Chicago Department of Aviation should be on the new committee because their exclusion would weight the panel unfairly in favor of construction of a new airport.

Burma

continued from page 1
defiant citizens, movement of troops throughout the city and sporadic shooting," said Spokeswoman Anita Stockman.

Menashe Zippori, Burma's ambassador to Israel, said on Israel radio: "Every now and then we can hear in the background shots fired, but everybody is in his own house. We cannot tell who is shooting whom.

On Saturday, soldiers fired into a crowd and wounded two people during confrontations with protestors demanding an end to the repressive rule by the Burma Socialist Program Party, the sole legal party.

A later broadcast named the other 18 military officers in the committee, including the army, navy and air force commanders, eight of Burma's nine regional army commanders, and the unpopular military intelligence chief, Col. Khin Nyunt.

The initial broadcast, preceded by martial music, said the military took over state authority "to curb further deterioration of the general situation in the country."

Go for the gold

Dave Hensler, Doug Webb, Chang-Hee Won, and Bill Amidon (left to right) spent a relaxing Sunday afternoon watching the Olympic Games in Pangborn. Hall, Won, a student from Korea, has his room decorated with a variety of posters promoting the Games.

Jackson is highest-paid entertainer

Associated Press

NEW YORK—Three Hoosiers, including No. 1 Michael Jackson, are on Forbes magazine's list of the 40 highest-paid entertainers.

Jackson, the Gary native who ranked in an estimated $60 million this year, moonwalked his way past Bill Cosby to become the world's highest-paid entertainer.

Jackson, who was ranked ninth on last year's Forbes Top 40 list of the wealthiest celebrities, is expected to earn a total of $97 million for 1987 and 1988, Forbes says in its Oct. 3 edition.

The 30-year-old entertainer made approximately $40 million from his recent worldwide tour, and the rest came from sales of his album "Bad," his autobiography, "Moonwalk," Pepsi endorsements and other music publishing, the magazine says.

Cosby, who held the No. 1 slot on last year's list with 1986-87 income of $84 million, was No. 2 on the current list with $92 million in earnings for 1987 and 1988, Forbes says.

Cartoonist Jim Davis, who creates his "Garfield" strip, bookstores and assorted other items from Muncie, was 15th on the list. According to Forbes, Davis' expected earnings for 1987 and 1988 total $36 million.

Also on the list is John Cougar Mellencamp, the rock 'n roll singer from Seymour whose estimated earnings are $25 million. Forbes ranked him at No. 31.

Forbes also notes that in death, perhaps more so than in life, entertainers continue to fill pocketbooks as well as hearts.

Tennessee's Elvis Presley is tops on the list of deceased entertainers whose estates are sophisticated without being plain old inspiration. Or call it ergonomics. Or call it user-friendly design to operate them.

For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 62 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840.
Whistle while you work

Seniors Anita Chua (left) and Theresa Henley Chua, a business major, shows that pottery is not just a course for art majors.

The Activities Fee Allocation Committee has established the Public Inspection File for those students who wonder exactly how their $45 per year Student Activities fee is spent.

The file, updated and maintained by the Office of Student Activities, contains all fund requests and check requisitions for money from the Student Activities fee.

Last April, Director of Student Activities Joe Cassidy proposed the idea of a public file to the Allocation Committee. Cassidy said he believed some sort of public file should be established and made accessible to all students so they could see where their money was being spent.

Cassidy said he got the idea for the file from several schools he’s been associated with since his own college career.

According to Student Body Treasurer Michelle Zinser, the committee believed that the file was a good way for clubs and organizations to be held accountable to students for what they spend.

Zinser added, “This information has always been on record in my office and in Student Activities, but now we have a way to make it public for students.”

Zinser said the allocations are determined by assessing the requesting groups’ needs, as well as that groups’ past spending patterns.

This information is compiled the same way as the annual Student Activities fee budget, which is public information, according to Zinser. She added that a copy of the budget is on file in her office and may be viewed there.

Although the budget is public information, Zinser said many students still wonder exactly how the money is spent.

Any request for funds is initially processed in the student government office and then sent to Cassidy for a signature of approval, according to Zinser. Cassidy’s staff is responsible for making a copy of the request and entering it into the Public Inspection File.

The file is kept in the Student Activities Office in LaFortune Student Center.

According to Cassidy, the file “is public for any member of the Notre Dame community.”

Cassidy said he did not anticipate many students perusing the file, but added, “Students who have some complaint or doubt about how the money is being spent can now come up and see the information.”

Cassidy pointed out that the file is already operational and said he encourages interested students to use the file.

MEXICO CITY

Information Meeting

University of Notre Dame
Foreign Study Program

Monday, September 19, 1988
6:30 P.M.
106/15Shanahan

All are Welcome

Application Deadline for Spring Semester 1989

October 15, 1988

PART-TIME CONSULTANTS TO INTERNATIONAL FIRMS
STUDENTS WITH OVERSEAS EXPERIENCE

EARN MONEY NOW WHILE CONTINUING YOUR STUDIES!

OUR CLIENTS ARE CURRENTLY SEEKING QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS WITH FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND AREA EXPERTISE, ESPECIALLY FOR ASIAN, AFRICAN AND LATIN AMERICAN MARKETS. MANY PART-TIME CONSULTING AND/OR RESEARCH ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE DURING SCHOOL YEAR. SOME FULL-TIME ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE AFTER GRADUATION. FOREIGN NATIONALS WITH ADVANCED DEGREES WELCOMED. EXPERIENCE IN SCIENTIFIC AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS FIELDS ESPECIALLY SOUGHT BY CLIENTS.

FOR PROMPT CONSIDERATION PLEASE SEND RESUME AND PHONE NUMBER TO:

SWENSON, CRAWFORD & PAINE
EXECUTIVE SEARCH DIVISION
P.O. BOX A-3629
CHICAGO, IL  60690

OUR CLIENTS PAY ALL FEES. THERE IS NO COST TO APPLICANTS.
Iran releases list of Gulf War casualties

Associated Press

NICOSIA, Cyprus-Iran said Sunday it lost 123,220 soldiers and 11,000 civilians in the 8-year-old war with Iraq, marking the first time Tehran has announced casualty figures. Islamic Guidance and Cultural Minister Mohammad Khatami said in an interview with Tehran radio, monitored in Nicosia, that 60,711 other military personnel were listed as missing in action. He said Iran believed many of those are prisoners of war in Iraq.

The death toll cited by Khatami was well below estimates of 300,000 Iranians killed that Western military analysts said were considered to be conservative. Iraqi officials have claimed more than 880,000 Iranians were killed before a U.N.-sponsored cease-fire took effect Aug. 20.

Khatami gave no figures for Iran's wounded. But Western analysts estimated them earlier this year at 600,000 to 700,000.

U.S. and other Western analysts have estimated 120,000 Iraqis killed and 300,000 wounded in the conflict.

Iran held a 3-1 manpower edge over its foe, but for much of the war the Iraqis fought from heavily fortified defense lines that helped minimize their casualties.

Khatami, who is also a deputy commander at military headquarters, said Iran's revolutionary Guards suffered the worst casualties: 79,664 killed.

The Guards, known as Pasdar, bore the brunt of the fighting and repeatedly launched human-wave offensives against Iraq's formidable defenses.

Khatami said 35,179 soldiers of the regular army were killed. The officer corps of the army, built up by the late Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, was crippled by revolutionary purges after the monarch was toppled by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's Islamic Revolution in 1979.

Khatami also said 11,000 civilians were killed in Iraqi attacks on Iranian cities.

Diplomatic sources said several thousand civilians were slain in a seven-week "war of the cities" earlier this year.

Former Indiana man linked to cult

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO-Eight boxes of correspondence and memos from the Peoples Temple commune at Jonestown, Guyana, where 913 people died in a mass suicide 10 years ago, have become available for scholarly review.

Among the documents are dozens of scribbled notes from members suggesting methods of taking revenge on people who defected from the group, which the Rev. Jim Jones formed in Indianapolis in the mid-1950s. One of the proposals involved selling the defectors poisoned Christmas candy.

The records, unsealed by a court-appointed receiver and deposited recently at the California Historical Society in San Francisco, reveal the bizarre mental states of members of the Peoples Temple.

Jones, who grew up in the eastern Indiana community of Lynn, moved to Indianapolis in 1949 and formed the Peoples Temple six years later. He moved the group to California in the mid-1960s, reportedly because he believed there would be a nuclear holocaust in 1967 and that California would be safer.

In a group of letters to Jones, who masterminded the mass suicide on Nov. 18, 1978, some members vowed to kill themselves and their children on command.

Jones' aides wrote memos to him on how sleep deprivation and Vitamin B complex deficiency are useful tools in brainwashing.

Most members of the commune swallowed grape juice laced with potassium cyanide a short time after Rep. Leo Ryan, a San Francisco Examiner photographer, two NBC reporters and a Temple defector were killed by supporters of Jones in a hail of gunfire at the commune's air strip.

We always need leaders
Humor, heart all in 'The Hogan Family'

JOE BUCOLO

same things never change and some things change too often. One television show in particular has the best--and worst--of both these worlds, yet through it all, "The Hogan Family" continues to present quality situation comedy entertainment.

NBC presents 'The Hogan Family' Monday nights at 7:30. The show, which began its run three years ago, has undergone more changes than "Moonlighting" has aired reruns. Case in point: the show's title. When the show began, its title was "Valerie." Due to some problems between Valerie Harper and the network, the show's title changed to "Valerie's Family: The Hogans" and the show continued sans Harper. Recently, the title changed to "The Hogan Family" since Valerie was not around anymore. The moral: don't argue with the network.

But what has changed is the show's constant dedication to quality entertainment. "I hope the audience enjoys us," Miss Harper has said before, "Valerie is our family in this world."

The Hogan family stick together no matter what the consequences. One episode features some touching scenes as the boys struggle to deal with the loss of their father. Most sitcoms don't touch on such dramatic themes, yet "The Hogan Family" handles them in a mature, maternal way--with comedy elements.

Much of the humor in the show comes from the Hogans' neighbors, the Pooleos. Mrs. Poole (Edie McClurg) is a sharp-as-a-chisel housewife willing to put her foot in her mouth several times. Willard Scott guest stars as Mr. Poole from time to time. "The Hogan Family" occasionally serves as an educator. In one episode, a fire engulfs the second floor of the Hogan home. The episode co-sponsored by McDonald's features some lessons about fire safety and even offers a heart-wrenching speech from David as he struggles with the threat of losing the rest of his family so soon after his mother's death.

The performances on the show are quite believable. Sandy Duncan's terrific acting talent adds a wonderful realism to the show. Taylor is convincing as Michael, and Licht and Ponce have done wonders to "flesh out" their characters; however, the star of the show is definitely Jason Bateman, whose acting talent has developed incredibly since his days as Derek on "Silver Spoons." This leads one to wonder if the show's next title will be "The Jason Bateman Show," which is probably what it should have been from the beginning.

The show has two minor flaws. It seems that the power behind the show are not confident in their "unique" type of sitcom and occasionally do things to imitate other more popular shows. The new character of David's friend Burt, for example, is from the same mold as Skippy on "Family Ties." The writers should realize they have something special in "The Hogan Family" and develop that instead of imitating other shows.

The other problem is more subtle and involves the show's authenticity. The Hogans live in Oak Park, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago, yet the scenery on the show reflects nothing that would be found in Oak Park. The outside shots are usually taken on a street in Oak Park, but the inside sets seem to be located in some other remote part of the city.

"The Hogan Family" is a unique and funny situation comedy that deserves great respect. It's not perfect, but it's one of the few with enough flaws to make it interesting. Maybe someday it'll be around for many years to come. It's nice to see quality actors in a quality show...for a change.

After three different titles and a major change in the cast, "The Hogan Family" successfully provides laughs.

Dining hall food part of games people play

IAN MITCHELL

enjoy hearing annoying criticism of how they do their jobs.
1. "Say, isn't that a human ear in your soup?"
2. "Foodfight!"
3. "Don't look now, but your 'tuna surprise casserole' is making a break for it.
4. "I can't eat this. I think it's evolved into a sentient being.
5. "I'm not saying this hot dog tastes funny or anything, but didn't there used to be more student employees, really?
6. "Look, something's trapped in my Jell-o! And its trying to get out!"
7. "Oh goody, eggplant!!"

What's the point of all this? Well, I'm not saying that you can't make jokes about the food, some of it certainly is laughable (most recently, the innovative sandwich made up of ham, cheese, and inexplicably, broccoli). But the people who work in University Food Services are doing the best they can. And a little patience in waiting, a polite "please" and "thank you" every once in a while, or even (gasp!) a compliment on those rare occasions when they serve something you actually like goes a long way. For example, I hear the Cap's Crunch is excellent this year.

Calvin and Hobbes

SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE. IN THE NAME OF THE CREATION, BILL Watterson
The recent trip to see the movie "The Last Temptation of Christ," sponsored by SUN and GSU, along with a Viewpoint article about the same, have brought out some points that I believe should be discussed.

John Raphael, Jr.
guest column

It seems that a great number of people think that unless one has seen the movie he is not in a position to criticize it. I do not believe that this is true. Obviously there will be certain aspects of the movie on which I will not be able to comment (e.g. artistic style, cinematography, file quality, etc.), but these areas have no relevance to my criticism of the film. My objection is to the film content, and anyone who has read a review of the film can attest to the fact that the content of the movie especially the most controversial scenes have been accurately reported.

Thus, it is perfectly justified for one to make a judgment about this particular areas, regardless of whether one has seen the movie or not. In fact, we do this all the time. Certainly the position cannot be held that one must actually see the movie and sample its wares before a decision about the moral content of such materials could be made. Nor would it be maintained that a person must actually experience a drug overdose before he is qualified to make a judgment about the consequences of such activity. Our faith itself is something heeded not on a physical encounter with Christ, but rather on a spiritual relationship that we first establish through the registry of family, friends, the Scriptures, and the Church.

Clearly it is not necessary for one to be physically present at an event in order to make valid criticisms about accurately reported facts pertaining to it. In fact, the idea that one has to be present at a demonstration for it to be a rational form of protest, such as boycotts, and it plays into the hands of rational forms of protest, such as "In fact, the idea that one has to be present at a demonstration for it to be a rational form of protest, such as boycotts, and it plays into the hands of rational forms of protest, such as"

...wants a ticket to the financial success of the producers. It is not a sign of intellectual maturity to participate in any endeavor simply for the sake of having first hand experience. It seems, rather, that one would carefully evaluate the circumstances of the event, and, based on that evaluation, make a decision. In this particular case, I have decided, based on the reasons given above, that this movie is contrary to Christian faith, an immoral, morally offensive viewing material.

John Raphael, Jr., is a senior philosophy major.

"A temptation is not a sin precisely because it is an enticement, and one is free to reject it."

Temptation" insulting to Christianity

UNITED NATIONS CALLED ON TO MEDICATE YET ANOTHER RELIGIOUS WAR...

Doonesbury

**Quote of the Day**

"Never let your head hang down. Never give up and sit down and grieve. Find another way to pray when it rains when you don't pray when the sun shines."

Satchel Paige
Dukakis attempts to veil his liberalism

Author opines on the statistics

Dear Editor,

Rich Cogniianne wants to talk "economic facts" (The Observer, Sept. 13) while discussing the upcoming U.S. presidential election. I think that's a great idea, but I wonder why he doesn't do the same with the )rphrase attributed to our notoriously fact-abusing principal, “Facts are stubborn things,” however, is not about sticking to the facts in his fine, partisan job. He wants to recount the fact that he is a liberal, and the environment, still promises to continue Reagan's legacy on the issues of inflation (which is tied to the national defense budget) and tax cuts (the president's pet). He will follow the dictum "peace through strength." American conservatism is not devoid of the Bush's. He even chose conservative candidates illustrating that the prime merit of the word "fact" is this: a fact?

Next we are treated to a list of the accomplishments of the Reagan administration, now known as the Reagan-Bush administration. Let me note just a few statistics that Mr. Cogniianne chose to leave out of his presentation.

"According to the Economic Policy Institute, the minimum wage in the 1980s has been worth nearly $1 less per hour in real terms than it was in the 1960s. The inflation rate has been a 47 percent increase in the last 20 years. And the median income of people who work full-time year round but who remain below the poverty threshold. Since 1979, 84 percent of people who work full-time in the U.S. have been working for minimum wage. The reasons for this are that the minimum wage has not been raised in the last 26 years. It has remained the same for 12 years. Possibly, behind all the talk of economic hazard, his campaign has not been aggressive enough, his "photo opportunities" haven't been as pretty as Mr. Bush's, etc.

But Democrats need to decide something else. They must forthrightly define themselves to America. A party cannot hide its true convictions about the issues. Just as in the past, to do so results in robot-like candidates, platitudinous speeches, and infighting within the party. If Democrats truly believe in liberalism (and the vast majority of them seem to, including Mr. Dukakis), why don't they say so? Isn't it better to fight a battle over what one truly believes in? Or would Democrats rather cloak themselves in "me too" rhetoric of defense issues and taxes—and lose anyway, as current trends indicate they will? In either case, I believe George Bush will win this election. But a Democratic Party, truly explaining itself would at least give him an opponent he could respect. Kevin Smart is a graduate student in history.

P.O. Box Q

Visit of Upjohn CEO condemned

Dear Editor,

This past Tuesday, Sept. 13, the Thomas J. White Center on Law and Government, a privately financed, University-run research center established to analyze public policy questions, presented a lecture by Dr. Theodore Cooper, Chief Executive Officer of Upjohn. As stated in The Observer's Viewpoint section on Monday, Sept. 12, Upjohn contributed to the abortion of approximately twelve fetuses each hour and approximately 80,000 each year in the United States. Moreover, Upjohn is responsible for the death of an untold number of fetuses in foreign countries from drugs it manufactures and markets that have not yet been proven safe enough for use in America. As Catholics, we consider abortion the ills. Upjohn's platform underscores the real difference is merely one of tone, not of substance. The question, then, must be: why, publicly, has Mr. Dukakis distanced himself from what he obviously holds dear?

The answer is obvious: this is the Democrats' formula for winning. Democrats perceive that Americans won't vote for a presidential candidate identifying himself as a "liberal." But moderate, competence-minded rhetoric wrapped closely around a liberal core might allow them to slip past an unprepared public. For a while this summer, the strategy seemed to be working; Dukakis held a seventeen-point lead. But the bland mush doled out by Dukakis and Bentsen, combined with a devastating Bush counteroffensive on national defense issues, has propelled the Vice President into an eight-point lead. Conventional "knaves" drawn from this turnabout by liberal columnists is that Dukakis has allowed himself to be put on the defensive, his campaign has not been aggressive enough, his "photo opportunities" haven't been as pretty as Mr. Bush's, etc.

But Democrats need to decide something else. They must forthrightly define themselves to America. A party cannot hide its true convictions about the issues. Just as in the past, to do so results in robot-like candidates, platitudinous speeches, and infighting within the party. If Democrats truly believe in liberalism (and the vast majority of them seem to, including Mr. Dukakis), why don't they say so? Isn't it better to fight a battle over what one truly believes in? Or would Democrats rather cloak themselves in "me too" rhetoric of defense issues and taxes—and lose anyway, as current trends indicate they will? In either case, I believe George Bush will win this election. But a Democratic Party, truly explaining itself would at least give him an opponent he could respect. Kevin Smart is a graduate student in history.

P.O. Box Q
Stephan Courts will be reserved from 4:15 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at terns through Wednesday, Sept. 28. The 5-10 and Under Basketball tourney will be held during these times and have priorities on the courts.

The Observer

Jazzercise has come to Notre Dame. Non-Varsity Athletics is offering a 5:10 p.m. class on Mondays and Wednesdays at the Rockne Memorial. Register at the NVA office, and call 239-6100 for more information.

The Observer

The ND-SMC Gymnastics Club wants those interested in joining the club to pick up in- 
formations as soon as possible from Teresa Kelling. (Dillen 382, x1866) or Janene Niedzwiecki (219 Holy Cross, x2647). Practice will begin today at 4 p.m. at Angela Athletic Facility. The Observer

In NFL action Sunday, Buffalo defeated New England 14-16, Cincinnati beat Detroit 30-17, Kansas City upset Denver 30-24, Miami beat Green Bay 22-17, the Los Angeles Rams nipped the Los Angeles Raiders 28-25, and Atlanta shocked San Francisco 34-17. -Associated Press

In the American League, Boston defeated the New York Yankees 9-4 on Sunday. In other games, Baltimore blanked Detroit 9-0. Out west, Cleveland outed Milwaukee 4-3. -Associated Press

SPORTS BRIEFS

The ND Aikido Club is holding practices Tom Browning -The Observer

at Ramada Inn of South Bend. Check out the Observer for more information. Call Brian Weidmann at 288-0954.

SPORTS BRIEFS

To provide a Free Performance Testing and Counseling for Catholic Social Services.

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES

9-10. H as great sem ental value $$

Please call John at x2045.

Angela

For more information, call Brian Weidmann at 288-0954.

ANGELA RUF

Three local church groups for personal growth, asser­

.getList your group needs to see the Miami game! He will

Only $1 goes to Miami. Will need to see the Miami game for $2697. Give me a call at 272-0058, if needed.

Cindy x4149. $100; CALL 1716

For Sale: Electric TypeWriter

New condition, with adapter and instructions. Call JOE # 1865

FOR SALE: ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER

VOLUNTEERS WANTED
to provide:
FREE PRINTING, TESTING AND COUNSELING

SOUTH Bend 234-3111

TO PROVIDE FOR:
FREE PRINTING, TESTING AND COUNSELING

SOUTH Bend 234-3111

I NEED to sell my 8-track Ca
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A few hours earlier, another American boxer, Kellie Banks of Chicago, was back at the athletes village, discharged from a hospital where she was treated for a headachef from Olympic proportions. Banks was kept in the hospital overnight after a first-round knockout by a Dutchman on Sunday. Banks was OK but obviously embarrassed.

While Arthur Johnson of Minneapolis made a successful boxing debut in the 112-pound class with a 5-0 decision over Andrea Mannini of Italy on Sunday, Banks' Olympic career lasted less than two minutes. After Banks missed a right hand, Retinger, 'Pur' of the Netherlands, a native of Surinam whose father was a professional weightlifter, smashed a right counter to his jaw, knocking him out for at least a minute in a 125-pound class bout. Mitchell, the silver medalist in 10-meter platform diving, said the American people were expecting too much of the U.S. team.

"The American public, I think, is really spoiled," she said. "It's like if you don't win, you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you've failed. That's wrong, you know. I'd like to see any of you're watching the kids put forth an effort and a lot of criticism."
Volleyball team loses two in Colorado tourney

By GREG SCHECKENBACH
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame volleyball team concluded a two-match losing streak in the Holiday Inn University Park Classic with two disappointing losses to Colorado State and Houston. Notre Dame opened up the four-team tournament Friday night against Colorado State, the No. 13 team in the nation, on the Rams' home court. Although the Irish played fairly well, they lost in four games 15-19, 16-18, 15-9, 15-12.

Colorado State out-played the Irish from the opening serve, giving them fits throughout the match. Although the Irish had a more experienced team, the Rams were too talented for the Notre Dame team. Colorado State was led by All-America setter Cindy Cox-Bellin and outside hitters Jill Johnson and Jo Haas. Johnson threaded the Irish for 26 kills from the front row and 16 digs from the back row. Haas, who had a 6-3 frame to hit, had 16 kills for the Rams. Colorado State was the eventual tournament runner-up, losing to Cal-Poly San Luis Obispo in the championship game.

Senior Mary Kay Waller led the Irish attack with 14 kills in 26 attempts. Fellow seniors Tanette Bennett added 12 kills, while leading the team with 10 blocking assists.

Strong performances also were turned in by junior hitter Kathy Cunningham and freshman setter Julie Brenner. Cunningham was very impressive with 14 digs and eight kills. Brenner, consistent throughout the match, recorded 27 assists, 17 digs and nine block assists, which is very unusual from the setter position.

Notre Dame returns to the field saw the return of the team's leading scorer, Senior Mary Kay Waller, raising the handily beat Bronco keeper Bernie Holland finished out the game, despite the bad weather. The Irish went up against perennial power Houston on Saturday night. Once again, Notre Dame struggled and lost to Houston in four games 15-4, 15-17, 15-7, 15-12. Irish head coach Art Lambert changed his strategy by playing many younger players with very little or no experience. Freshman Jennifer Slocar and Sophomore Colleen Wagner each played four games, while career kill leader Tanette Bennett played only one game.

Cunningham and Wagner led the Irish with 11 and 10 kills, respectively. Senior Maureen Shea stopped the Houston hitters with six blocks, while Walter added five blocks.

"As we have all season, we beat ourselves," said Cunningham. "Our serve receive was our weakness against both Colorado State and Houston..." Notre Dame next goes up against Purdue on Sept. 21 in West Lafayette, Ind.

Women's soccer downs W. Mich.

By COLLEEN HENNESSY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's soccer team raised its record to 5-0 with a shutout win over Western Michigan on Sunday night against Colorado State, the No. 13 team in the nation, on the Rams' home court. Although the Irish played fairly well, they lost in four games 15-19, 16-18, 15-9, 15-12.

Colorado State out-played the Irish from the opening serve, giving them fits throughout the match. Although the Irish had a more experienced team, the Rams were too talented for the Notre Dame. The Irish offense was looking to emphasize their last two games, and as such were looking to emphasize their attack. The Irish offense came at 55:26, when junior midfielder K.T. Sullivan knocked the ball in the net off midfield K.T. Sullivan finished out the first half, the skies finally produced showers, but the women in the season, making her the team's leading scorer.

"It's been a good scoring year for me so far," said Zilvitis. "But it is really a team effort. The only reason I can score because they are behind me." The fourth goal for the Irish came at 55:26, when junior midfielder K.T. Sullivan knocked the ball in the net off of Zilvitis' assist. Sophomore Bernie Holland finished out the scoring with an unassisted goal at 63:04, her first of the season. With 19:34 left in the second half, the skies finally produced the rain that had been threatening throughout the match. The game was suspended due to the ensuing thunder showers, but the women returned to the field after about 30 minutes and continued the game, despite the bad weather.

"It's hard to stop the game and then restart with the same intensity," explained Zilvitis. "I think we can finally say that we're starting to achieve real team unity, though, and that helps a lot."

The return to the field saw no new scoring activity, however, as Western Michigan held off the Irish offense but could mount no comeback of its own. Notre Dame returns to Moose Krause Stadium three times in the upcoming week.
Junior captain Alice Lohrer is one of the players that Irish women's tennis coach Michele Gelfman is hoping can provide the upperclass leadership to a squad dominated by freshmen and sophomores.

Lohrer currently is nursing an injury and missed the Bowling Green match. Her absence would serve as effective experience heading into a difficult match, downed Nannette Zimmerman, 6-3, 6-3. The number two tandem Marshack and Zimmerman, 7-6, 6-3. The number two tandem of Tyler Musleh and Anne Marie Dega defeated Cooley and King, 6-4, 6-3. The only loss of the match came at the number-three slot when Pat O'Byrne and Kasey Kelly fell to Whelan and Pacella, 2-6, 4-6. Gelfman was pleased with her team's play and though it would serve as effective experience heading into a difficult match enabled Gelfman to see an indicator of things to come, the Notre Dame women's tennis squad, the domination of the team. "Our girls had a chance to play other positions and every number four, five and six doubles team a chance to display their talents.

Irish throttle Bowling Green
Young women's tennis squad has difficult spring slate

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

If last Friday's play is an indication of things to come, the Notre Dame women's tennis team could be in for a successful season. The Irish not only humbled Bowling Green University by an 8-1 margin, but did so in straight sets during all eight victories.

This particular match reflected the aspirations of Coach Michele Gelfman regarding the team's level of play. "We received strong play from everyone (in singles play) and it gave everyone a chance to play in the doubles competition," said Gelfman.

Aside from clearing the bench, the Bowling Green match enabled Gelfman to see other positive characteristics of her team. With a relatively young and inexperienced squad, the domination of the opponent allowed the team to gain confidence in themselves in what could prove to be one of the most competitive seasons to date.

In singles play top seeded CeCe Cahill, defeated Carla Marshack, 6-3, 6-6. This straight set victory earned the team five more straight set victories. Second-seeded Katy Clark, playing in her first collegiate match, downed Nannette Zimmerman, 6-3, 6-3. At number four, Kira Dorian crushed Kelly King, 6-1, 6-0. Kim Pacella, the fifth seed, disposed of Cara Whelan, 6-1, 6-3. At number six, Ann Bradshaw, a freshman from Indianapolis, Ind., defeated Tisa Pacella, 6-2, 6-0.

The singles domination ensured an Irish victory, allowing Gelfman to let the top three doubles teams rest and give number four, five and six teams a chance to display their talents.

Regularly the number-four team, Cathy Bradshaw and Natalie Illig moved up to number-one slot and defeated Marshack and Zimmerman, 6-3, 6-3. The number-two tandem of Tyler Musleh and Anne Marie Dega defeated Cooley and King, 6-4, 6-3. The only loss of the match came at the number-three slot when Pat O'Byrne and Kasey Kelly fell to Whelan and Pacella, 2-6, 4-6. Gelfman was pleased with her team's play and though it would serve as effective experience heading into a difficult spring schedule.

"To stay competitive, we have to stay over .500 the entire season," said Gelfman. "We have upgraded and intensified our schedule, which will make it that much more difficult." Included in the Irish schedule are three teams in the Top 20 and possibly more, depending upon whom the Irish squad square off with in upcoming tournaments.

"We must start to peak in January and continue to play at a high level of play until April," said Gelfman. "It is very difficult to do this for an extremely long period of time."

The Irish players are an extremely young team on paper, but this may not be the case in reality. Although the team mostly consists of sophomores and freshmen, Gelfman sees no reason to worry. She points to junior captain Alice Lohrer and senior Natalie Illig for the team's source of leadership.

"Although Alice is out with a back injury, I expect her to be back in a week or two," said Gelfman. "Natalie, a four-year starter, brings maturity to our team."

Gelfman is confident that the youth on the team will act as positive force with respect to the development of the team.

"The freshman are all very good tournament players and have been playing since they were nine years old," said Gelfman. "What they need to learn is to win for the team and they have upgraded and intensified their schedule, which will make it that much more difficult." Included in the Irish schedule are three teams in the Top 20 and possibly more, depending upon whom the Irish square off with in upcoming tournaments.

"We must start to peak in January and continue to play at a high level of play until April," said Gelfman. "It is very difficult to do this for an extremely long period of time."

The Irish players are an extremely young team on paper, but this may not be the case in reality. Although the team mostly consists of sophomores and freshmen, Gelfman sees no reason to worry. She points to junior captain Alice Lohrer and senior Natalie Illig for the team's source of leadership.

"Although Alice is out with a back injury, I expect her to be back in a week or two," said Gelfman. "Natalie, a four-year starter, brings maturity to our team."

Gelfman is confident that the youth on the team will act as positive force with respect to the development of the team.

"The freshman are all very good tournament players and have been playing since they were nine years old," said Gelfman. "What they need to learn is to win for the team and they have upgraded and intensified their schedule, which will make it that much more difficult."

The two connected for two goals apiece and two assists and contributed plenty of the Belles' 38 total shots.

"I am very happy about the fact that we dominated the entire game, on defense and equally as well on offense," said Belles coach Tom Van Meter. "Our girls had a chance to play other positions and everyone adjusted quite well. It was a total team victory." The Belles hope to continue their winning ways when they face Purdue this Saturday at home.

The two connected for two goals apiece and two assists and contributed plenty of the Belles' 38 total shots.

"I am very happy about the fact that we dominated the entire game, on defense and equally as well on offense," said Belles coach Tom Van Meter. "Our girls had a chance to play other positions and everyone adjusted quite well. It was a total team victory." The Belles hope to continue their winning ways when they face Purdue this Saturday at home.
We are pleased to announce that the following 1987-88 graduates of the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College have recently started a consulting career with our firm.
CAMPUS

7:00 p.m. Career and Placement Services presents a reception for all Accountancy and Finance seniors interested in discovering career opportunities with Salomon Brothers, Alumni Room, Morris Inn.

6:00 p.m. Career and Placement Services presents a reception for all Business and ALPA seniors interested in discovering career opportunities with Black and Decker, Upper Lounge, University Club.

7:00 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre film “I Confess,” Annenberg Auditorium.

8:00 p.m. Meeting of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, St. Edward’s Hall chapel.

7:00 p.m. “ защиты,” Annenberg Auditorium.

8:15 p.m. “Representative Dan Coats, (R) Indiana, Hayes-Healy Again: Children and Families in America,” by

6:00 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre film “The Little Foxes,” Annenberg Auditorium.

Voter Registration will be held in the Dining Halls and LaFortune Student Center from Tuesday to Thursday this week. Students are eligible to register as residents of St. Joseph County.

LECTURE CIRCUIT

8:15 p.m. Visiting Scholar Series Lecture sponsored by the College of Arts and Letters, “Failing in Love Again: Children and Families in America,” by Representative Dan Coats, (R) Indiana, Hayes-Healy Auditorium.

DINNER MENUS

Notre Dame
Speidano Romano
Baked Sole
Baked Ziti
Roast Pork

Saint Mary’s
Veal Madeline
Baked Cod
Spinach & Cheese Souffle
Deli Bar

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Farm structure
2. Out
3. Predecessor
4. Jai
5. Blue (loyal)
6. Apportion
7. Bewildered
8. One, in Berlin
9. Down-easter’s state
10. Restrain
11. Speculate
12. — la Douce
13. Wood
14. Building crews
15. Insolent return
16. Aroma of flowers
17. — person’s experience
18. — the joint
19. —no, —
20. Garfunkel or Loebetter
21. Cleans the furniture
22. Afrench
23. Daries
24. Winter vehicle
25. ——
26. ——
27. ——
28. ——
29. ——
30. ——
31. ——
32. ——
33. ——
34. ——
35. ——
36. ——
37. ——
38. ——
39. ——
40. ——
41. ——
42. ——
43. ——
44. ——
45. ——
46. ——
47. ——
48. ——
49. ——
50. ——
51. ——
52. ——
53. ——
54. ——
55. ——
56. ——
57. ——
58. ——
59. ——
60. ——
61. ——
62. ——
63. ——
64. ——
65. ——
66. ——
67. ——
68. ——
69. ——
70. ——
71. ——
72. ——
73. ——
74. ——
75. ——
76. ——
77. ——
78. ——
79. ——
80. ——
81. ——

DOWN
1. Thwart
2. Medicinal plant
3. Flatten a flat
4. One overly concerned with details
5. Large ship
6. Author Long
7. Hoodlum
8. Golf gadget
9. A 1967 hit song
10. Large antelope
11. Lover-out
12. Hermit
13. Suffrages with up and lap
21. Lockups in the Navy
22. Magical baton
23. Stuff a flat
24. Broke
25. Suffragette
26. City in Oregon
27. The joint
28. English
29. The joint
30. flats
31. Served a flat
32. Flattened
33. Spanish toy
34. To be or Brutos
35. Hullabaloo
36. A catalsope
37. Person with up and lap
38. Person with up and lap
39. Winter vehicle
40. Protected the plants
41. Large ship
42. Smarter than zero
43. Paid a flat
44. A square
45. C HEX
46. A square
47. — To be or Brutos
48. A square
49. A square
50. Small ship
51. A square
52. A square
53. A square
54. A square
55. A square
56. A square
57. A square
58. A square
59. A square
60. A square
61. A square
62. A square
63. A square
64. A square
65. A square
66. A square
67. A square
68. A square
69. A square
70. A square
71. A square
72. A square
73. A square
74. A square
75. A square
76. A square
77. A square
78. A square
79. A square
80. A square
81. A square

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1. A square
2. A square
3. A square
4. A square
5. A square
6. A square
7. A square
8. A square
9. A square
10. A square
11. A square
12. A square
13. A square
14. A square
15. A square
16. A square
17. A square
18. A square
19. A square
20. A square
21. A square
22. A square
23. A square
24. A square
25. A square
26. A square
27. A square
28. A square
29. A square
30. A square
31. A square
32. A square
33. A square
34. A square
35. A square
36. A square
37. A square
38. A square
39. A square
40. A square
41. A square
42. A square
43. A square
44. A square
45. A square
46. A square
47. A square
48. A square
49. A square
50. A square
51. A square
52. A square
53. A square
54. A square
55. A square
56. A square
57. A square
58. A square
59. A square
60. A square
61. A square
62. A square
63. A square
64. A square
65. A square
66. A square
67. A square
68. A square
69. A square
70. A square
71. A square
72. A square
73. A square
74. A square
75. A square
76. A square
77. A square
78. A square
79. A square
80. A square
81. A square

CHECK OUT WHAT'S HAPPENING THIS WEEK:

TOPS IN BLUE Thursday Sept. 22 8PM Stepan Center

BRUCE BABBITT Arizona Governor

Movies This Week

THURS: James Bond’s Moonraker
FRI: Woody Allen’s Zelig
SAT: Repo Man

ALL TIMES: 8 pm & 10:15 pm
ADMISSION $2
CUSHING AUDITORIUM

SPONSORED BY STUDENT UNION BOARD

COMICS

The Misadventures of Buzz McFlatfoot

Michael F. Muldoon

Check out what's happening this week:

Mu F. Muldoon, as Buzz McFlatfoot, is drawn by Gary Larson for the Check Out What's Happening This Week insert. The comic strip is a parody of the classic comic strip by Gary Larson, "The Far Side." The caption for the strip reads: "Oh, good heavens, no. Gladys — not for me. I ate my young just on hour ago!"
Irish explode in 2nd half to trounce MSU

ND uses all the right options as Spartans remain winless

By BRIAN O'GARA

Sports Writer

EAST LANSING, Mich.—If at first you don't succeed, try, try, then run the option.

That's the way Notre Dame ran its record to 2-6 Saturday with a convincing 20-3 win over Michigan State.

After managing to secure a 6-3 lead at halftime on two Reggie Ho field goals, the Irish used a punishing second-half running attack and a tenacious defense to hold on to the ball, the lead and their early-season momentum.

With Tony Brooks (11 carries, 66 yards) filling the fullback slot and Mark Green (21 carries, 125 yards) taking the pitch outside, Irish quarterback Tony Rice directed the option to march Notre Dame down the field in the second half against the Spartans, who led the nation in rush defense last season.

"I felt Tony (Rice) handled the option real well," said Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz. "We hadn't been able to make the power game go so we had to go to the option in the second half more than we wanted to. We think we're gonna break some things on people.

Any concerns that this inexperienced offensive line couldn't hold its own was washed away by Notre Dame's 245 yards rushing, 195 in the second half.

"It's been a long time since someone has gained that many yards on us," said Michigan State head coach George Perles.

Michigan State jum ped out with a 3-0 lead on 39-yard field goal by John Langeshe following a Rice interception on the first series of the game. Penalties and George Williams' mauling of MSU by John Langeloh following a Rice interception on the first series set up Notre Dame's go-ahead field goal.

Injuries in the first series of the game, it took a while for the Irish to get back into the flow of the game. Twice the Irish knocked on the door in the second quarter but could come away with two Ho field goals, the second set up by Raghib "Rocket" Ismail's block of a Josh Butland punt on the Spartan 19.

Led by Mike Stonebreaker's 10 tackles (seven unassisted), the Irish defense would bend but never break for the rest of the afternoon. Weakened by the suspension of senior offensive tackle Tony Mandarich, the Spartans were forced to run over the right side most of the day and would fool no one.

"They got a lead where they could play ball control. It was great execution," said Michigan State head coach George Perles.

With Tony Brooks (11 carries, 66 yards) filling the fullback slot and Mark Green (21 carries, 125 yards) taking the pitch outside, Irish quarterback Tony Rice directed the option to march Notre Dame down the field in the second half against the Spartans, who led the nation in rush defense last season.

"The coach (Strong) was holding the signals. I was writing them down as he hollered them out to me," said Brooks. "I'd go out, get the plan in my head and go back into the game.

"I'm still concerned about giving up goals to teams we shouldn't give up goals to," he said. "I don't know what has to happen for them to actually play to their potential for 90 minutes."

Soccer team still undefeated

Irish cruise past Mich. St., Dayton in weekend twinbill

By PETE MEGARGEE

Assistant Sports Editor

EAST LANSING, Mich.—It didn't take long for Tony Brooks to realize that his role as second-team tailback, at least for this day, was over.

In Notre Dame's first offensive series, starting fullback Raghib "Rocket" Ismail's block of a Josh Butland punt on the Spartan 19.

Led by Mike Stonebreaker's 10 tackles (seven unassisted), the Irish defense would bend but never break for the rest of the afternoon. Weakened by the suspension of senior offensive tackle Tony Mandarich, the Spartans were forced to run over the right side most of the day and would fool no one.

"The coaches had our coverage set up real well," said Brooks.

see DEFENSE, page 14

IRISH ITEMS

- Michigan State head coach Joe Baum, who also happens to be the Great Lakes Region representative to the NCAA tournament recommendation committee, was impressed with Notre Dame. "He came into the locker room after the game and said, 'You get my vote,'" said Grace, "and that meant a lot to us."

- For the first time in 50 games, junior midfielder Rolfe Behrje did not start for the Irish. "He's in a little bit of a rut, but hopefully he'll get himself out of it," said Grace. "Midfielder Steve Kappel did not play this weekend because of a strained Achilles tendon. His status is day to day. Starting in place of Behrje and LaVigne Sunday were Connaughtan and freshman Mitch Kern.

see IRISH, page 14

The Observer / John Studebaker

John Guignon (4) and the Notre Dame soccer team had an easy time of it this weekend, recording big victories over Michigan State on Friday and Dayton on Sunday. Guignon scored a goal in the Michigan State game.

The Observer / Rob Regan

Raghib "Rocket" Ismail (25) blocks a second-quarter punt by Michigan State's Josh Butland to set up Notre Dame's go-ahead field goal. Notre Dame broke the game open in the second half after leading just 6-3 at halftime.

Irish overcome injuries to run all over State